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ibstract 

ionitage ammonia systems, one with a flash intercooler only while the other with a precooler and 
!dash  jntercooler, are analysed with the objective function as COP. Correlations of main design 
'meters, inter-stage pressure and refrigerating efficiency, have been developed and presented for 
ximum performance. The effect of precooling on system performance is described. 

In cords: Two-stage ammonia systems, refrigerating system, precooling. 

1. Introduction 

The performance of a multi-stage refrigeration system is affected by a suitable selection 
ofaworking bid, inter-stage pressure, degree of subcooling of HP condensate and 
zpetheating of LP vapour inside the evaporatoi 

Ammonia is one of the refrigerants which are usually preferred in a multi-stage system 
due to their availability at comparatively cheaper rates and production of maximum 
:lethelent of performance. To reduce power consumption of such a system, the 
timra.  on practice is that COP should be treated as an objective function and optimized 
roi respect to inter-stage pressure. Simultaneously, degree of subcooling and super- 
;ling should be selected up to that level only where they yield additional refrigerating 
: with insignificant power enhancement for compression. Further improvement 

both the performance and piston displacement may be realized if the flash tank, 
tintated in a multi-stage system, is made to act as an intercooler as well as a 
'len A system having such an arrangement, as shown in fig. 1, would require 
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FIG. 1. Two-stage system with flash and water inter-coolers. 

a water-cooled intercooler, since it is desirable to reject heat directly from the system 
whenever possible, but would follow it with a flash intercooler. The relativeily warm 
liquid at point 6 from the high side of the system and the gas from the watel intercooter 
at point r are cooled by the evaporation of a part of liquid in the flash intercooler until 

a condition of thermal equilibrium is established and the contents, liquid and vapour at 

points 7 and 3, respectively, coming out of the flash intercooler are in a saturated state. 

When the saturated vapour is further compressed in the HP cylinder up to the 
conCenser pressure corresponding to point 4, lesser work is required. Observing this 
advantageous effect, it would always be desirable to provide a water-cooled intercooler 
(hereinafter named as precooler) for cooling the LP-compressed vapour before it enters 
the flash chamber, provided that the temperature of the LP vapour is considerably 

higher than the ambient temperature. 

2. System analysis and optimization 

Referring to fig. 1, the temperature T2  of ammonia vapour at the end of LP compress 
sion is evaluated from : 

T2 =  7' 3 ± [(he — hit)/in  h1 1  h3FX3 
If 7'2 is greater than Tr  ( = Th ± 5 . 0), the enthalpy 
the exit of the precooler is calculated from : 

het = h3 ± X3 (T2** — T3) 

where X3  is the specific heat at constant pressure (p a) and is found out from 

functional relationship given in ref. [1] as :  
X= 2 - 543 + 0 . 004643 (T 283 - 15) + 0'05015 (T — 283 615)2  
for 283 . 15 	T 333.15K 

of the LP-compressed vapour at 

(2) 

the 

(30 
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x ,_- 2-1437 5  + 0.003969 1 6 [(T — 228 - 15) + 0 - 0000600638 (T 228 . 15)1 

and, 	 (310 

for 213 .15 ..< T <283 . 15K. 

The compressor efficiency, Ile, is correlated within + 270 „, 7 as : 

0-976695 — 0M366432 0366432 r + 000133798 r 2 	 (4) 
iv = 

jth r 
as the compression ratio. 

The  pressure 
is correlated in terms of saturated temperature as : 

p 4.46558 +01669071 + 24'3664 (t/100) 2  

+ 16 . 156 1  (t/100) 3  + 3 . 42760 (t/100) 4 	 (5) 

there 	T -- 273 .  15. 

The mass 
flow of refrigerant through HP side per unit mass flow through LP side is 

obtained by : 

pis  = (hr  hOl(h 3  10. 	 (6) 

coefficient of performance (COP) and refrigeration efficiency (no are found from : 

COP --= (hr 	/7 7)/(h1t 	h2) + in3  (h3  — 	 (7) 

?IR  = COP (Tk  TO/T3 	 (8) 

Since coP depends upon temperature limits (Tk , T1), inter-stage temperature (7" 4) 6  

?frees of subcooling and superheating (a, T, and AT,), and desired degree of 

Fecooling 	TO, it may mathematically be expressed as : 

COP = F(T4  ; Te Tl• AT, AT /  PTO 	 (9) 

To have maximum COP one would need to satisfy : 

flf\ _ n 	 (10) 

:atter the given values of the constraints T kr 	AT1  AT, or AT., as the case may 

Obiective function 17 ' has been optimized numerically satisfying eqn. (10) over 
Dxdensing temperature range of 283'15 to 333 . 15 K and evaporating temperature 
Ile of 233 . 15 to 283 . 15K, each with 5 K interval. But, the overall temperature 
'lettuce between T1 and Ti  has been kept ?/-- 35 K. The degree of subcooling of 

ondensate and superheating of LP vapour inside the evaporator has been varied 
Lvit) to 15 K and 0 to 20 K, respectively. The effect of precooling has been taken 
t of only when the LP vapour is warm enough, i.e., T2> (T ± 5)K. Inter-stage 

tures and refrigeration efficiencies have been computed at the optimal points 
411:__ning to various practical situations of interest. Tables I and n have been 

red only to depict the effect of precooling on the design parameters (T 4  and nR). 
it L°rT lations of optimum inter-stage pressure and optimum refrigeration efficiency 

Thi of T T 3. AT I AT, have been developed by a regression analysis, 
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Table I 
Optimum refrigeration efficiencies for two-stage ammonia systems 

-,.....„......... 

Per cent  
increase 

2.49 to 
519 

a 

Table If 
Optimum inter-stage pressures for two-stage ammonia systems 

With precooler and flash 	With flash intercooler 	Per cent 

intexcooler 	 only 	 decrease 

--------- 
hat \ 	20- 0 	40. 0 	60. 0 	20'O 	40. 0 	60.0 

- 35-0 	 3- 02 	4. 27 	5. 85 	3.08 	4. 27 	5.85 
0.0 

- 15.0 	 4. 61 	6.41 	8- 64 	4. 80 	6- 59 	8.77 	to 
3•96 

5.0 .. 	9.17 	1219 	 9. 52 	12.63 

_____--------------------------- 

3. Results and discussion 

It is observed from Tables I and H that due to precooling p go 
 decreases over lower values 

becomes 

of (7; - TO. However, reduction in po  over large values of (T A  - TO 

rather negligible. Lower pt . would improve volumetric efficiency of 
LP compressor 

and its capacity. , ..,;thilut 3 

	

Feasible operating ranges of the two-stage ammonia systems w1111 
	

stabli 
cats- 

precooler have been determined and displayed graphically3. It was also eshed
with 

there that the power consumption at the optimum performance of the sYste
lL T1)  

a precooler turns out to be more over smaller (T 1  - TO values than the large cik_ease; 

values. Since COP is directly linked with pt°  and power consumption, itin tclon  ,_ 

almost uniformly over all values of (Th  - TO. On the other hand, 

m3  is not noticed to be that much pronounced over lower (T
a  - TO values anis I  tbus, 

39 

over large values of (T1, - Ts). Size of HP compressor, being governed by 

becomes smaller without affecting cooling capacity of the 
system. the 

redueils se: 

\ 
Nh,°C 

te lt \ 

With precooler and 
flash intercooler 
...---------- 
20 - 0 	40- 0 60. 0 

With flash intercooler  
only 

20.0 40 -  0 60•0 

- 35. 0 
79-33 73.53 67.75 76- 80 70.35 63.98 

86.13 8110 75.88 84. 04 781 4 7211 

5.0 • • • 86. 40 81. 80 .. 84. 01 78.37 
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liange 
 in refrigeration efficiency with (T h 	TO is also seen similar to p40

Thie 
 „d II). it increases in the range 2 . 5 to 6 . 0% in the presence of a pre. 

(13bies  re
r operating ranges considered. It implies that inclueion of a precooler in an 

ooler  °‘ 	
would bring about (i) smaller pun  and (ii) better refrigeration 

sYstefil  
ars)/ an

d hence better COP. The extra cost of a precooler would be compensated 

size HP compressor. 

The 
 correlations which have been searched out for main design parameters of 

oon i a  systems are given below. 

o f 
(System with a flash intercooler only) 

optimum inter-stage pressure 

Saturation ,  
Fs  [35 . 77023 — 3890097(T,/100) + 1L77831 (T 1/100)2  

0387111 (T//100)31 [2 - 24883 — 2 - 28122 (Th/100) 

+ 08595 1 1 (Th/100)1 (11 

+ 2696 
vithin 

1• 26 

cooling, 
pito  I = 1'00 — 0'4374 33  (AT,11130) +205689 

= FP. 

vithin 	+3.53e7 
— 3 . 65 1r  

(A T./ 100)2  

(12) 

f iquireating, 

Pin fro = 1 4 00 — 0287878 (A T, 1100) ± 0 - 949318 (P7',/100) 2  

=FP, 

±3•50% 

(13) 

*opting and superheating 

Piro& = P io • FP a • FP II  
rhin 

 
(14) 

+353 ,  

— 5 . 96 °' 

titnum refrigerating efficiency 
Sturati I 	on, 

?IR° [— 302. 11 + 3. 09750 Ti  — 0-824381 (T/10) 2  

(T1/100)8] [2. 37371 — 0 0378930 (TA/100) 
— 0 - 254555 (Th/100) 2  + 00410755 (T0J100 3)J 

+L47 
— 1.31 Q6 

7- 51613 

(15) 
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cLance  in  refrigeration .efficiency with (T ie  — TO is also seen similai to p
" 

The 	10.  It increases in the range 2 -  5 to 6 - 0% in the presence of a pre 

plesocear operatin g ranges considered. .It implies that inclucion of a precooler in an 

cooter ia system  would bring about (i) smaller po,  and (ii) better refrigeration 

0.:Tincy an
d hence better COP. The extra cost of a precooler would be compensated 

ifis:
soller size HP compressor. 

" The 
 correlations which have been searched out for main design. 

Ionia systems are given. below. 

co l 
(System with a flash intercookr only) 

option 
inter-stage pressure 

SatUratiO n,  
pie  [35 a  77023 — 3890097 (Ti/100) + 1177831 (T1/100)2  

— 0'387111 (Td100) 31 [2 24883 — . 28122 (Th/100) 

+ 0 - 595 1 1 (Tb/100)1 

+2696 0  
rithin 

(11 

Sibtooling,  

P00 1191. =-- 100 — 0 - 437433  (A T1100) + 2 . 05689 ( 

= 

AT .1100) 2  

parameters of 

(12) 

	

din 	+ 3' 53  tri  
—3 - 65 /° ' 

4erheattng, 
pw, 	= 1 - 00 — 0 - 287878 (AT, /100) ± 0 . 949318 (a Ti/100)2  

=FP, 

	

:thin 	3•5O% 

cooling and superheating 

Pine = PRI • FPa • FP, 
+353 

70. 70 ' 

*mum refrigerating efficiency 
kiration ,  

(13) 

7-51613 
11R0N 302. 11 + 3. 09750 	— 0S24381 (Ti/10) 2  + 

(Ti/100) 81 [2.37371 — 0-0378930 (T/100) 
— 0254555(T1/100) 2  + 0 '0410755 (T,J100 3)) 

+147 
4--  111 

(15) 
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Subcooling, 

11Ro/cinfto = 100 + 0 . 249787 (LS, 7;,/100) — 0 . 224193 (ATIloor 
= FE, 

(16) 

	

within 	P51 
%. P39 

Superheating, 
nRo•smao  = 1 • 00 — 0. 134049 (P7;/100) ± 0 . 0553376 (A T./100)2  

=FE. 
(17) 

	

within 	+ P 64 
— 1 . 31 %* 

Subcoo1ing + superheating, 

tiRo•cs 	?Tho • EF EFs. 	 (18) 

	

within 	+ 1 • 64 
—1'54 " 

Case II (System with a precooler and flash intercooler) 

Optimum inter-stage pressure 

Saturation, 

po,dp.„ = 1' 16085 — 0 . 095180 (TA T:/10000) + 00172437 
(TA T1110000)2  — O'0009729501 (TATs/10000f 	 (19) 

	

within 	+ 4.13 

—0°65 "°' 

Subcooling, 
(20) 

Poop/Pao  = FP.  

	

within 	+473 	(iv  

Superheating, 	 (21) 
po,sp/P.,p= Fip s 

	

within 	±4'i3 
- 

Subcooling and superheating, 	 (22)  
Pies Cap := Pie, • FP(' • FP8 

	

within 	+533 
— 4 . 73 41 
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opount refrigerating efficiency 

Sell rati°11 'nopit1s0  0- 650290 + 0 .  0950285 (Thri/10000) — 0 . 00575658 (Th Ti/10000) 2  

+ 2' 62 
%. 
	 (23) 

subooling ,  
lao,cpit1no9c 	

FE, 

within + 2'92 
— 

1497 /1' 

Superheating,  

71120‘spinnols 	
FE, 

jthith + 264,   

— 1'73 7° 

subcooling and superheating, 

?1130•CSP = nROIP FE, FE, 

ihin +298 , 
1 .97 A 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

For the 
FPS system, the above equations may be used if the temperature (tF) in 

Fahrenheit is first converted into degree Kelvin by : T 	-I- 255 . 3722. How- 

otr, the pressure thus calculated using temperature, T, would be multiplied by a factor 

0114 . 5085. 

illutration 

A two-stage ammonia system incorporated with a precooler and a flash intercooler is 
to operate between condensing and evaporator temperatures of 313 . 15K (40°C) and 

(— 30°C), respectively. LP vapour gets superheated by 15 degree K before 
enters the LP compressor and HP condensate is subcooled by 5 K in the condenser. 

Determine optimum inter-stage pressure and optimum refrigeration efficiency of the 
Nem and compare them with the values obtained for the system which employs only 

1  flash intereooler. 

Using eqns. (11) to (18), for Th = 313 15 K, T 	24315K, art, = 5K and 

r- 15K, we get : 

Pito. = 4158 bar ; %who = 7263% 
For a system with a precooler and a flash intercooler, eqns. (19) to (26) produce : 

Pi•00  = 4784 bar ; thio,csp = 75 ' 54% 
vi4i_us, due to the presence of a precooler, the per cent increase in optimum refrige- 

efacien  -- cy and per cent increa. e in optimum inter-stage pressuie are found to be 
To and 0 . 637, respectively. 
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4. Conclusions 

1. The correlations developed , re quite timple and predict the vaiious quantiti 
of  interest very near to the values as found by numerical technique for the opti

el  -- performance of the system. 	 mut 

2. Inclusion of a precooler brings about per cent increase in optimum refrigerati 
efficiency in the range 2'5 to 6%, while the per cent decrease in the opti

ma% inter-stage pressure comes out to be in the range 0 • 0 to 4%, over the 
temperature limits considered. 	 operating 

Nomenclature 

COP = Coefficient of performance 
Enthalpy, kJ/kg 

= Pressure, bar 
pi 	= Inter-stage pressure, bar 

Pu 	= Optimum inter-stage pressure for saturated case, bar 
Pont = Optimum inter-stage pressure with subcooling, bar 
Pio,„ = Optimum inter-stage pressure with superheating, bar 

= Optimum inter-stage pressure with subcooling and superheating, bar 

Pr,, = Optimum inter-stage pressure with precooling, bar 
= Optimum inter-stage pressure with subcooling and precooling, bar 
= Optimum inter-stage pressure with superheating and precooling, bar 

Pio", = Optimu m inter-stage pressure wit h subcooling, superheating and precool*, 

bar. 
hifk = Condensing pressure (bar) and temperature (K), respectively 

pi,Ti  .7= Evaporator pressure (bar) and temperature (K), respectively 

= Compression ratio (p i/pi  or ph/h) 
= Temperature, C 
= Tempearture, K 

AT = Degrees of subcooling, K 
AT = Degrees of superheat, K 
X 	= Specific heat at constant pressure, Idikg—K 
tic 	= Compressor efficiency 

= Refrigerating efficiency 
rifia 	= Optimum refrigerating efficiency 
TIRo,c = Optimum refrigerating efficiency with subcooling 
lao,s = Optimum refrigerating efficiency with superheating 
nico,cs  = Optimum refrigerating efficiency with subcooling 

and superheating 

71RO/p = Optimum refrigerating efficiency with precooling 
gizolcp = Optimum refrigerating efficiency with subcooling and precoo oim

tg 
b  

a  
eco, 

17.20,sp = Optimum refrigerating efficiency with superheating 
and pr  

nao)csp = Optimum refrigerating efficiency with subcooling, super heitm  

precooling. 
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